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Suzy Naylor: The Fool’s Journey

In the spring of 2013, Cecelia Pineda and I embarked on a “rite of passage” to celebrate reaching our 70th year of life.
This entailed walking 1200 km following the Camino de Santiago de Compostela. We began our journey in Le Puy in
France on April Fool’s Day and reached Santiago in Spain on June 17th.  We continued on to Finisterre and watched
the sun set at the “end of the earth” on the Summer Solstice.

All and all — a remarkable journey!

The Fool is a potent symbol that has meaning on many levels. One that resonates with me is the soul reincarnating
in a new life cycle.

When I first returned home, I found that I could barely process what I had experienced. However, by the fall of that
year I began this series of paintings and I realized that I had found my way to relate to this experience. The paintings
flowed out of my brush and onto the canvas. 

This show is a collection of visual snapshots reflecting both the external landscape through which I walked and my internal
landscape as it shifted and evolved. Each painting is a signpost along my  geographic and internal journey. Each painting is ac-
companied by a story reflecting Cecelia’s perspective. Comments about the paintings on the tags are mine.

Please join me for the story of my journey.
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The Camino de Santiago (The Way of St. James) is any path
crossing Spain, leading to the Cathedral in Santiago de Com-
postela. Here, the remains of Santiago (St. James) were dis-
covered in the early 10th century and are now entombed
in a silver shrine. 

Stories about that discovery include a miracle worker, a be-
heading, a covert trip to hide the remains, a monk, a glow-
ing light, a field of stars, a Pope or two, and a cathedral
built as a shrine to St. James. 

Thousands of medieval pilgrims visited the site of the re-
mains of Santiago (St. James). Originally it was a danger-
ous and life-threatening journey where pilgrims endured
thieves, cold, unbearable heat, starvation and wild animals.
Many didn’t make it. Today the wild animals are gone and
the thieves don’t murder for the gold we carry as plastic. 

The Cathedral was given Holy status in 1122 by Pope Cal-
isto, and Catholic pilgrims who walked at least the last 100
km. of the path were spiritually rewarded.

There are over 100 paths in Spain leading to Santiago de
Compostela, but the most common is the Camino Frances. It
is a 780 km journey from France, into the Pyrenees, across
Spain, west to Santiago de Compostela. It crosses 3 low moun-
tain ranges and a long, flat meseta. 

In 2013, over 200,000 people from 157 different countries
walked the camino path. About half of those, are of the
Catholic faith. The other half walk for their own varied, spir-
itual or non-spiritual reasons. Neither of us belongs to the
Catholic Church. 

For me, the camino is a path of the heart. 

In 1985 the Cathedral was designated a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. 

El Camino de Santiago de Compostela
Le Chemin de Saint-Jacques de Compostelle — The Path of St. James



left: The Sunshine Coast Arts Centre,
Sechelt, British Columbia, Canada.

below: Overview of the show area.
The following 3 pages show close-
ups of each panel area.









Compostela –pre-pilgrimage

As soon as a person makes a decision to walk the camino, the subconscious
mind seems to spend a lot of time and energy trying to rationalize and make
sense of this decision. You’re going to walk 1000 miles? Why?

Traditionally people who make this walk are called pilgrims by the Catholic
church – or actually ‘pelerines’ in French and ‘peregrinos’ in Spanish. And
so the mind of even the non-Catholic starts to think about that and wonder
what it’s like to be a pilgrim. 

• What does it mean to be a pilgrim?
• Is it a decision or does it just happen?

• What is it like to be a pilgrim?
• Is it important that pilgrims talk with their god the whole

journey or can they just bumble along?
• What’s the attraction of walking a pilgrim path

in the first place?
• What keeps them walking? It’s not like it’s always fun.

Certainly the stories of the “light shining in the fields” is an attractive picture
for our imaginations to ponder, and urban legend that the camino path is also
the path of the Milky Way is very seductive. 

Who wouldn’t want to follow THAT milky path of stars?

Compostela   16 x20”

Shortly after making the decision to walk the Camino,
this pilgrim appeared on my canvas. He wanted to
be painted on his “Field of Stars” background.



The Fool

In tarot, The Fool’s Journey is one where The Fool begins a journey of dis-
covery, completely ignorant of what is ahead. He encounters hardships, but
finishes with more wisdom and understanding.

Similarly, walking the Camino de Santiago is often described as a metaphor
for life — especially by those who have completed the journey. 

As we travel, the camino presents us with challenges — some of which cause
pain and discomfort. 

There are moments when we want to give up. Maybe the challenge is too
big for us. Maybe we’re too darned old. Maybe we’re too unfit. Is it a coin-
cidence our camino started on April Fool’s Day?

As we walk, we listen to the call of the cuckoo bird. Cuckoo … cuckoo. And
we nod and agree. But somehow this elusive bird that is seldom seen, but fre-
quently heard, makes us smile and gives us hope that we can continue a bit
longer.

As we walk the Camino de Santiago, do we, like ‘The Fool’, learn valuable
lessons that will serve us for the rest of our lives?

Was our journey the epic “Fool’s Journey”

or just a journey of fools?

The Fool   24 x36”

The Fool with my personal symbols — the
 Violets for spiritual awareness and the
Cuckoo bird for amusement and perspective.



The Abyss

Are you afraid of heights? 

The fear of heights is one of the most prevalent fears in humans and is felt by
one in twenty people.

We all have our point of safety as we approach an edge, but for some, that
point is excessively far back, and they still feel as if they as if they are in danger.

What is this fear all about? Commonly, it has been thought to be a result of
a childhood trauma. But recent studies suggest that something completely dif-
ferent is going on.

Russell Jackson of California State University says that he has proven that
many people who are afraid of heights react that way because they cannot
accurately judge vertical distances, greatly overestimating them.

He says, that these people who, perceive vertical distances inaccurately, are
actually having a normal reaction (fear) to the exaggerated heights they per-
ceive. 

Why is the height is not perceived accurately? It may be something as simple
as near-sightedness. Or it may be a result of an overactive imagination mixed
with a healthy dose of paranoia.

What about you? 

How far back from the edge do you need to be to feel safe?

The Abyss   24 x36”

Clearly, an internal landscape. I have it on
good authority that there is no actual place
on the Camino that is remotely like this.



LePuy – The Stairs to the Cathedral

We started our camino in one of the traditional starting places
for the French — the city of Le Puy-en-Velay. Full of Celtic, Roman
and Christian history and monuments, the historic city is
perched high on volcanic rocks.

Like many pilgrims, we arrived by train and found ourselves at
the bottom of a long, long series of flights of stairs that had to
be negotiated if we wanted to sleep in the gîte that was next
to the cathedral. It is a Catholic tradition to welcome non-
Catholics like us to the morning pilgrim mass that most pilgrims
attend to kick-off their journey.

This painting depicts a few of over 300 of the stairs we climbed
on our way to our resting place for the evening, the St. François
gîte d’étape, perched on top of the hill near the cathedral. And
it doesn’t include the 80+ that we had to climb inside the gîte
before we reached our beds. 

Are you coming up with us?

Le Puy   18 x24”

We arrived in Le Puy on April
1st. It is a city of steps, and the
joke is all of them are going up!



Les Volets de France

As those who have been to France know, the houses in each little vil-
lage are often very similar to others in the village, but different from
those in neighbouring villages. 

One of the unique features and advantages of houses in rural France
and Spain, that differs from our North American way, is that essentially
all houses have shutters. This allows a full lock-down from the inside,
providing complete darkness for sleeping and safety from intruders.  

In France, these shutters are called Volets and the colours are different
on each house.

Who decides what colours the shutters are painted? “It must be the
woman,” I say to myself. “She needs to be able to say something about
herself, put her own mark on her home”. Of course that may or may
not be true, but I think it’s a possibility.

Why do you think people choose specific colours for their shutters? Is
it simply a colour they like? Does it have some deep sub-conscious
meaning? 

Or is it just the colour of paint that was on sale when it was time to
paint the shutters?

What do you think?

Who decides what colour the shutters will be painted?

And why?Les Volets Bleu Clair   12” x12”Les Volets Bleus   12”x12”

Les Volets en Bois   12”x12”

Les Volets Rouges   12”x12”

Les Volets Verts   12”x12”

Les Volets Violets   12”x12”



Storks

Spring in Spain brings an abundance of nesting storks. Considered to be a
sign of good luck in western Europe, they walk in the fields, fly around the vil-
lages and nest on high church towers, telephone poles or other high peaks they
may fancy. 

Named cigüeña in Spanish, they are long-necked, long-legged birds, with
one of the largest wing spans of all living land birds — up to 10.5 feet. Their
huge nests are two meters across and up to three meters deep, and are re-
used year after year. Wikipedia says, “storks are considered to be monoga-
mous, but that is only partially true”. What exactly is ‘partial’ monogamy?

Storks do not have a voice or a call, but rather communicate by clacking
their bills together. 

These large birds have obviously enchanted people through the ages as they
enchant us on our long path across the country. They are represented in
mythologies from Greece, Egypt, Norway, China, Israel and various other
European cultures.

The association of storks bringing couples a newborn baby is believed to
have started in Germany, and was popularized by Hans Christian Anderson
in the 19th Century. 

Do you think storks bring us new babies?

   Storks  10”x10”

Storks were everywhere 
in Spain. Sometimes they 
brought their own babies.



Storm on the Meseta

When you think of the meseta in Spain, think of the prairies in Canada — with
big bumps here and there.

The meseta that we travel on the Camino Frances is a 180 km stretch that is
part of the high plains of central Spain known as the Meseta Central. It is
largely without trees along the path. The meseta seems to be the home of ex-
tremes — extremely hot — or cold — or windy — or stormy. There are many
wild stories about the dangers of lightning on the meseta.

As we were traveling in the spring, we encountered hot, but manageable
weather and were rewarded with an abundance of wild flowers. On the day
captured in the painting, we were surrounded by the threat of a storm all
day, but in our location, it never amounted to more than a few drops of rain. 

Some regard the flat walk, where you can sometimes see people walking as
much as 10 or 15 kilometers ahead of you, as a wonderful time for meditation
and inner reflection. Others regard it as a boring death march.

Which would it be for you?

Storm on the Meseta 24”x12”

“They” say that the Meseta is very flat, 
but “they” have obviously never seen 
the Canadian prairies.



Snow on The Aumont-Aubrac Plateau

The Aumont-Aubrac Plateau is a high, wide plateau in the region of Langue-
doc-Roussillon in France. It is different from all other parts of France and has
a huge personality all its own.

Small, pristine and with its own weather system, the plateau is a volcanic ter-
ritory. The huge boulders that you see in the picture stand, as if guarding the
unique and natural lifestyle that the area retains. 

When we passed this way, it was cold, barren, dramatic, and lonely. But it is
not always so. It is said that over 1,300 different species of flora grow on
the plateau and the abundant flowers create a fragrance that is powerful
and seductive. The inebriating smell of the narcissus supplies the fragrance
industry in Grasse with truckloads of flowers.

In May every year a colourful festival, called Transhumance is held, where
herds of cattle are driven up the mountain for the summer grazing, all deco-
rated with flowers and streamers along the way.

The area has been designated a Human World Heritage by UNESCO for
its natural, authentic beauty.

But for us, it was a cold, stark, dramatically beautiful,

snowy walk.

Snow on the Aumont-Aubrac   24”x18”

This plateau is like a strange moonscape with huge
boulders randomly placed. It is made even stranger
by a covering of snow.



Mist on the Route Napoléon

The Route Napoléon is a 27 km hike, from the French Basque community of
St. Jean Pied-de-Port (SJPP) up into the foothills of the Pyrenees and down
into the village of Roncesvalles in Spain.

We wanted to cross the Route Napoléon on May 2nd, but 2013 was an un-
usual year and on May 1st we were told at the Pilgrims’ Office, that the route
was closed until further notice because of shifting snow banks.

Luckily, the next day we were given the green light to cross. 

The day began with a light rain and the mist settled in to stay for the day. It
was a mystical, magical feeling not being able to see more than a few feet
ahead for most of the day, although once or twice a peek at the valleys
showed below us.

How would you feel if you knew you were climbing a mountain
and couldn’t see anything but the path in front of your nose?

Mist on the Route Napoléon   18”x24”

Walking where time, place and borders are irrel-
evant. In the mist, I missed the moment when
France becomes Spain.



Talisman

The interior of France in early spring is nothing like the
Sunshine Coast where we have greens all winter and
early blooming flowers in February. The interior of
France, however, is much like the interior of BC in early
spring — grey and covered in mud. 

We walk and walk, between two rows of barbed wire
at first seeing little but gray and brown. Our feet are
wet. Our hands are cold. Our legs are tired from slog-
ging through the mud that we can’t get around and
must go through.

But suddenly, there on the bank in front of us is a little
purple glow, peeking out in the cold between dead
leaves and grasses. Look — violets! They thrill us and
warm us to the core. We pass, wondering at their har-
diness and looking for more. And just when we’ve
given up hope and decided that was the end of them,
suddenly there’s another and then another.

The dainty, beautiful violets served as a talisman, glow-
ing at us, warming us and assuring us that all was still
right with the world.

What is it for you that warms your heart
every time you see it?

Talisman   30”x30”

Seeing the violets peeping through the mud and stones
was my reminder of what is important in life and that
reminder would give me strength to take my next step.



Mud

Mud — sticky, sucky, slippery, angry mud. The thickest, gooiest, no way
around it, we’ll have to go through it type of mud we have ever seen. And
that sums up the essence of our early days in France — mud, rain, and snow. 

We started walking in early spring in central France so we could avoid the
heat at the end of our 3-month journey. But the weather in the interior of
France in early spring is much like the weather in the interior of BC in early
spring — grey, cold, wet and muddy.

Mud — so deep that it threatened to come over the tops of our boots at times.
Like a hungry beast the sticky mud sucked the tip off one of my walking poles
— never to be found again. I wonder what else is down there? And does the
mud monster demand something from everyone walking by?

Fortunately we passed through the worst of the mud in a week or two and
turned our minds to the drier path ahead.

How quickly we forget and our minds look forward.

Mud   16”x20”

My most vivid memory of France is
walking through mud. So much for
memories of fine dining and wine.



Boots

Our boots are on our feet for at least 8 hours every day. They tromp through
the dirt, over the rocks, sometimes along the city pavement and often through
the spring mud. Many days they are soaking wet and caked in thick mud.

In albergues, we are generally not allowed to take our boots into the sleeping
room even in a bag. We gulp when we realize that they will be out of our
sight for the night, because without our boots our walk is finished.

Walking the camino, one has more conversations about feet than she’ll prob-
ably have for the rest of her life. Everyone’s feet are a source of concern.
We wash and dry our feet carefully. We take our boots off regularly and
change our socks so our feet will be as comfortable as possible. We inspect
our own feet and those of others. 

We dip our feet in cool water. We discuss whether we should put special
creams on our feet or powder, or Vaseline. Should we be wearing synthetic
socks or natural fibers, one pair of socks or two? What is the best treatment
and cover for blisters? 

When the feet hurt, the pilgrim suffers constantly. 

When the feet are happy, the pilgrim is happy. 

We were lucky and completed our camino with no blisters.

Boots   24”x24”

“Please remove your boots before entering the alburgue.
Thank you.”



Say “Fromage”

One joy of the camino is the opportunity to eat
with strangers from other countries. And stopping
here, at L’Atelier des Volets Bleus, (The Studio
With Blue Shutters) in Gréalou was no exception.

José (pronounced Shosé), the gentleman at the
front right, met us at the door, showed us to our
room and later cooked dinner for everyone. Our
hostess, Ester, a Swiss woman, flitted around chat-
ting with us and provided appetizers of sausages,
olives and wine. While we snacked, she sang
songs and played her accordian, happy it
seemed, to have company for another day.

We sit at the table with a French woman on the
front left, whose walking partner gave up the
walk, saying it was too hard. Next on the left is
me. At the back sit an American woman on the
left and an Australian couple. On the right side
at the back is a couple from Brazil, both of whom
are doctors. Next is Suzy and, at the front, José,
from France. What an interesting mixture of peo-
ple to share a meal with.

It is fascinating to sit at a table with people from
several different countries and still understand
what is being said. Somehow, in spite of the lan-
guage differences, the talk and the translations
flow around the table. One person translates for
another and then someone else for another, and
everyone is made to understand what is being
said. 

And so we sit and chat through several courses
and for some as many glasses of wine.

Fromage anyone?

Say ‘Fromage’   40”x30”

This is the moment when former strangers
from around the world become friends and
everyone gets to take home the same photo.



Espinal in Spain

This Basque village of Espinal, proudly traces its origins back to 1269 and is
very typical of the smaller villages in the Foothills of the Pyrenees. 

The houses are huddled closely together, possibly feeling more protected in
the heavy winter snows. They look remarkably similar to each other. Does
the sameness make a statement that this is Basque land — somewhere sepa-
rate from France and Spain? 

Like this village, many in the area seem to be in valleys. The only way to get
there, is to go downhill, and the only way to leave, is to go uphill. This may
not be particularly noticeable in a car, but is always very obvious when we’re
walking.

There will be an open bar where we can stop and sit for a few minutes, and
buy a warm drink or cold juice, and perhaps a piece of tortilla (baked eggs
and potatoes). Plain, simple fare that temporarily satisfies the huge appetite
that walking gives us and the energy to keep walking.

And now to climb that hill. Are you coming?

Espinal   18”x24”

The anticipation of approaching a
town—food, drink and a bathroom.



If This Were A Painting

At the end of the Aumont-Aubrac Plateau we walked into spring! The flowers
were blooming and the temperature warmed up. The fields were green and
the flowers glorious.

As we walked over hills and into the valleys, we often felt like we were walk-
ing on top of the world, as the smaller hills seemed to roll away on all sides.

And the green built itself up around us. 

Even in walks around home Suzy often amuses herself and me by saying “If
I were painting that I’d use this colour”, and, as a ‘wannabe’ artist, I enjoy
those musings. Once we got beyond the rain, the grays, and the mud, Suzy’s
colour comments started again. 

One day in the middle of that commentary she stopped and looked and said
“If I were painting that, I’d have to change the colour. No one would believe
it if I painted it the colour it really is”.

The greens were startling — so bright that they almost hurt the eyes. We drank
in the spring greens as if we had been dying of thirst in the desert.

Can you believe the greens looked even brighter than these?

If This Were a Painting...   20”x16”

On days when the sun was shining brightly, the landscape colours were
“right from the paint tube” vivid. I would think—if this were a painting,
someone would probably tell me I should tone down the colours.



Way Marker 

“When you’re walking across a whole country, how do you know where to go?”

In France, the Via Podiensis is part of a network of well-marked trails across
the country. The part that joins with the camino path is marked in hand
painted white and red stripes on trees, rocks, old buildings and signs.

In Spain, the Camino Frances was initially marked with painted yellow arrows
— the work of mainly one man, a pastor from the small community of O’Cebreiro.

In the late ‘70s and early ‘80s, the pastor purchased the paint and was al-
most single-handedly responsible for ensuring the camino was painted with
bright yellow arrows.

Later, during Holy Years, cement markers with a royal blue tile picturing a
bright yellow scallop shell and the distance left in the journey were added
every few kilometers. 

This painting shows how easily some of those waymarkers hide from the inat-
tentive glance of the unwary pilgrim. In spite of very good marking all along
the way, it is not unusual for pilgrims who are not paying attention to wander
off the path for several kilometers.

Stones are often placed on the top of the markers by passing pilgrims, as a
gift to the gods, as a memento to a loved one, or to symbolically leave behind
an individual burden.

Do you have a stone

or a burden you would like to leave somewhere?

Way Marker   24”x12”

At times the way markers were obscured
by tall grasses, but when we did find
them it was reassuring to know that we
were      still on the right path.



La Romieu in France

La Romieu was founded in 1062 and known for this beautiful 14th Century
cloister named Collégial St. Pierre, that is now protected by UNESCO.

History tells of the harsh winters and cold, wet springs of 1342 to 1344,
where crops failed and people starved. They ate everything they could find,
including the village cats (except two that were hidden by a girl, named An-
geline, and her family). 

Soon, all the food was gone and people starved. Those who lived, ate roots
and mushrooms from the woods. With the cats gone, the rats threatened the
crops that the villagers were finally able to plant the following spring. Every-
one was frantic that they would destroy everything and more people would
die.

One day the girl released her two cats, and18 of their offspring, which
quickly brought the rat population under control. The cats were hailed as he-
roes and became a symbol of good luck.

Statues of cats were placed around town, so the people would never forget.
Apart from the cathedral, the cat statues are one of the first things a passer-
by notices when entering the village.

That and that there are no directional signs

to give any idea how to walk through town!

La Romieu   16”x16”

This small city is known for its very
large cathedral. But it was the pink
trees that caught my eye.



The Road to Foncebadón

One of the many joys of walking the camino in the spring is the abundance
of wild flowers. In early May the trees in the hills have not yet burst into leaves
but the sides of the path are covered in wild flowers.

We see a profusion of heather — or erica as it is called in European countries
— showing us colours of two or three shades of purple and lilac, plus yellow
and white. In between are rosemary and thyme, wild garlic and Rose of
Sharon — and poppies – brilliant red poppies. Tiny blue flowers amidst bril-
liant red and yellow, and greens are everywhere.

It is an exhilarating feeling walking through this lavish colour, carrying every-
thing you need on your back, and having nothing to do except walk and
enjoy, eat, sleep and wash. 

We learn quickly how little we really need and how luxurious our lives at
home really are. 

And we are grateful for this freedom

and the gloriousness around us.

Road to Foncebadón   24”x18”

Beauty along the path.



Basque Country

As we walked through France, we remarked how organized
everything is. The fields are planted in careful, straight rows.
The fruit trees are also planted in straight rows. And, they have
nets carefully arranged to be easily pulled over when the fruit
is ripening so the birds can’t destroy the ripe fruit just before
picking time.

The trees leading up to the houses are all planted in straight
rows, as are any trees around the houses. Even the trees in the
miles of reforested plots are planted in straight rows whether
we looked at them from behind, beside or after we had
walked past. It’s all done with amazing precision and care.

As we approached Basque country we noticed a difference.

The gardens were neat and the flowers were abundant but
there were no more rows and everything looked a lot more
natural. We wondered if the Basque people are more com-
fortable in nature – not struggling to tame nature but working
with it. 

I once saw a sign in the window of a restaurant that said:

Welcome visitor.

You’re not in France. You’re not in Spain.

You’re in Basque country.

Come in and rest awhile.

Basque Country   30”x24”

More beauty along the path.



Summer Solstice at Finisterre

Even a city as interesting as Santiago de Compostela, can be a shock to the system
after spending so many hours walking in the countryside. 

And so we head to the coast to a small fishing town called Finisterre, which
roughly translates to “end of the earth”. In Roman and Celtic times it was be-
lieved to be the actual end of the world. It is also believed that Celtic pagan
rituals in honour of the sun god(s) were held during the summer solstice each
year. 

The Celts would, according to legend, take off their clothes at sunset and
dance naked for the sun god(s) until morning to encourage them to ensure
that the sun would rise each day of the coming year. By coincidence, we ar-
rived to watch the sun set at Finisterre on the evening of the summer solstice. 

A couple of weeks earlier, I read an astrologer’s blog that said there would
be something special about this summer solstice. In some parts of the world,
the sun and the full moon would both be visible in the sky at the same time.

I forgot all about it until we watched the brilliant sun at Finisterre, slowly sinking
through the bright orange, red, and purple sky into the deep blue ocean.
And then with a sigh we turned around, and saw before us a full, summer
solstice moon, high in the sky.

This was the real end of our camino.

Summer Solstice at Finisterre   24”x12”

The sun falling off the end of the earth, a super moon
rising and all on the Summer Solstice. What magic.

This was the true end of the journey.



Santiago de Compostela 

We walk to Santiago de Compostela along a pilgrimage path that honours St.
James the Greater (Santiago) whose remains are said to rest here.

As we get closer, our thoughts turn to our goal. We have pushed our bodies
hard. We have walked across an entire country, plus (453km).

The excitement mounts. We have been walking for 80 days to reach this
point. What does the cathedral look like? What will it feel like to finally arrive
at this cathedral that has been the destination of thousands for hundreds of
years?

In Celtic Galician tradition, we are welcomed to the plaza to the sound of a
lone bagpiper. We’re here!

We pack into the cathedral with everyone else, pay our respects to Santiago
(St. James), hug a replica of the saint, sit down to wait for the Pilgrims’ Mass
and listen to the priest saying the mass in Spanish and Latin. 

And at the end, the priest reads the starting places of all who arrived that
day. We hear “Dos Canadienses de Le Puy” (2 Canadians from Le Puy) and
smile.

And in true pilgrim fashion

we thank Santiago for the safe journey.

Santiago de Compostela   24”x30”

The image of arriving in Santiago kept my feet moving, but when we got
there, I realized that my image did not match the actual Santiago. Not only
that, but there wasn’t even a single Munchkin dancing out to welcome us.



Bootless Bliss

If the feet are happy the pilgrim is happy. 

There’s one thing learned quickly on a long walk — that, at all costs we MUST
take care of our feet. Many people suffer agonies with multiple blisters during
their pilgrimage walk. We were lucky, or we like to think — well prepared.
Not a blister from the long, long path.

As we become accustomed to carrying everything on our backs for kilometer
after kilometer, what we consider a luxury changes considerably. There are
small things that bring exquisite pleasure — cool, freshly squeezed orange
juice (zumo), a cup of café con leche, an ensalada mixta (mixed salad with
eggs, olives, tomatoes, lettuce and tuna) and bare feet cooling in the fresh
grass or a nearby stream.

As we sit to rest for a minute, there is peace, deep peace and a feeling of
pure carefree, bliss.

Won’t you sit and join me for a minute?

Bootless Bliss   24”x30”

Nothing like the cool grass between your toes.
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The Beginning and the End... 
above: Departing the Sunshine Coast at
the Langdale Ferry Terminal.
right: Journey's end at Finisterre, kilometer
zero of the Camino.
The following 6 pages show us at loca-
tions along the way.
















